1500 Health Insurance Claim Form Reference Instruction Manual
Change Log
Version 5.0 7/17
The following is a list of changes that have been made to the 5.0 7/17 version of the 1500 Instruction Manual since its release in July 2017.
1500 Manual
Location
Item Number 19

Type of Change
Revised
instructions and
examples

Description of Change
1. Revised the first paragraph as follows.
INSTRUCTIONS: Please refer to the most current instructions from the public or private payer regarding
the use of this field. Some payers ask for certain identifiers in this field. If identifiers are reported in this
field, enter the appropriate qualifiers describing the identifier. Report the appropriate qualifier, when
available, for the information being entered. Do not enter a space, hyphen, or other separator between
the qualifier code and the information number.
2. Revised the second paragraph as follows. Added the NTE qualifiers. Added an example.
For the Claim Information (NTE), the following are the qualifiers used in 5010A1. Enter the qualifier
“NTE”, followed by the appropriate qualifier, then the information. Do not enter spaces between the
qualifier and the first word of the information. After the qualifier, use spaces to separate any words.
ADD Additional Information
CER Certification Narrative
DCP Goals, Rehabilitation Potential, or Discharge Plans
DGN Diagnosis Description
TPO Third Party Organization Notes
EXAMPLE:

3. Added the following instructions for reporting additional identifiers.
For additional identifiers (REFs), the following are the qualifiers in 5010A1. Enter the qualifier “REF”,
followed by the qualifier, then the identifier. Do not enter spaces between the qualifier and identifier.
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4. Made the following edit.
Taxonomy codes or other identifiers reported in this field must not be reportable in other fields, i.e., Item
Numbers 17, 24J, 32, or 33.
5. Added the following example.
EXAMPLE:

6. Moved the following paragraph to after the PWK instructions and before the Description
heading. No edits were made to the language. Added the example.
When reporting multiple separate items, enter three blank spaces and then the next qualifier, followed
by the information.
EXAMPLE:

7. Made the following edits to the PWK instructions and added the example. No changes were
made to the Report Type Codes.
FOR WORKERS’ COMPENSATION: Required based on Jurisdictional Workers’ Compensation Guidelines.
For Supplemental Claim Information (PWK), the following are the qualifiers in 5010A1. When reporting
Supplemental Claim Information, use Enter the qualifier “PWK” for data, followed by the appropriate
Report Type Code, the appropriate Transmission Type Code, then the Attachment Control Number. Do
not enter spaces between qualifiers and data. The NUCC defines the following qualifiers used in 5010A1:
EXAMPLE:
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